UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 201750
State of New Hampshire

NH-Grafton County

Bath
Rebecca Whitney Haney (BA)
Molly Sara Ruprecht (BS)
Michael David Andrew Vogt (BS)

Bristol
Evan Peterson Collins (BA)
Kira Marie Kenny (BS)

Campton
Kate Melville Anderson (MS)
Sarah Katelyn Lachapelle (BSCHEM)
Christopher R Mignanelli (BA)
Taylor Adele Moll (BA)

Canaan
Chloe Jean Kahn (BS)
Evangelos Rossis (BSCHEM)
Alexandra VanZandt (BA)
Anthony M Young (BSME)

Canaan
Cum Laude

Enfield
Krista D LaFont-Leamey (MSW)
Alyssa Mott (BA)
Joshua Edward Weiss (BS)

Etna
Worthy Dylan Gardner (BS)

Franconia
Clayton Ward Gamble (BS)
Jenna Lee O'Hara (BS)

Grafton
Graeme Christopher Vaughan Bignell (BSME)

Hanover
Madison Keri Grant-Neary (BA)
Stephen Lasnier Ketay (MSW)
Patrick Kispert (MS)
Araya Patricia Lacy (BS)

Holderness
Jessica Ogden (BS)
Robby Anna Connelly Reih (BS)

Lebanon
Justin V Benna (PHD)
Rachel C Vaz (BS)

Lincoln
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Lincoln
Connor Jonathan Marien (BA) Cum Laude
Maria N Spanos (BS)

Lisbon
Olivia L Myers (BSMATH) Magna Cum Laude
Jackson Daniel Smith (BA)

Lyman
Shannon Louise McGrath (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Lyme
Anna Katharine Allen (BA) Magna Cum Laude

Monroe
Rachel Lynn Hastings (BSCIVE) Summa Cum Laude

Orford
Lukas Brady Bell (BS)

Piermont
Dylan Scott Gaudette (BS)

Plymouth
Matthew Alan Cheney (PHD)
Nathan Tyler Hassell (MPH)
Jared Konrad Kuehl (BA) Magna Cum Laude

Rumney
Christina Faith Guo Ting Crosby (BS)

Thornton
Kelly Marie Lonergan (BS) Magna Cum Laude

West Lebanon
Erin Elizabeth Perryman (MS)

Woodsville
Hunter Mark Kiessling (BA)